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Power: The Birthplace of Democracy

Boston is home to the beginning of a world-renowned revolution: The

American Revolution. With decades of rich history and a plethora of diversity, the

establishment city dates back to the 1630s. Both of the presented photos were

taken around this city. The first is of a mother showing and explaining to her

young daughter the importance of the quote “All men are born free and equal and

every subject is entitled to liberty and to have it guarded by the laws'' (William

Cushing). This is found on the John Joseph Moakley courthouse in the Seaport of

Boston. I edited this photo to have great detail and represent the depth and power

within the statement through the black and white presentation. The heavy

contrast communicates a profound moment being captured. This is an American

moral; the freedoms, and the enforcement and protection of them, are what make

us The United States of America. The irony and juxtaposition fall in the power of

the courts. Often, especially in our modern history, this power can be used

unjustly in our system. With nationally rising cases of social injustice and police

brutality, it is easily argued that this displayed quote has been put to challenge.

Below this image is a photograph of a statue of George Washington found in the

Boston Common. As George Washington is placed on his horse, the depiction of

power in his stance emulates his role as a leader in our nation’s history. The

symmetrical lines leading up to this statue insinuate what it represents in a place

like the Commons. The power this statue represents is immense, standing by

democracy and freedoms that were once and continually fought for. However, it is

almost as though the colonial pride in the American power has stunted our growth

and expectations of our progression as a nation. We must remain prideful while

advancing and addressing old and new issues as they arise. This photo paints

George Washington as a colorful, tall, and important leader. His honor is a

reminder of our past, but yet also a lesson to our future. With growth and

accountability, American history will no longer remain its destiny. However, it is

through reverence that we can grow to be better, establishing a more sustainable

and unifying power amongst a nation of great diversity and potential. Both of

these images represent a nationalistic lens of the USA and its history. The

juxtapositions are posed when applying the lessons and mistakes represented to

how we must move forward as a nation.

Bottom photo: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Equestrian_statue_of_George_Washington_(Boston)#/media/File:Boston_Public_Garden_-_Boston,_MA_-_DSC01502.JPG
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